
Answer the questions. 

1. Which word has a prefix meaning not?  ____________________

2. Which word uses the letter y to make the / ĭ/ sound?  ____________________

3. Which word ends with a schwa-sounding -ary?  ____________________

4. How many long vowel sounds are in the word scenery?  ____________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. suggested route or schedule of events  ____________________

6. lasting only briefly; not permanent   ____________________

7. having to do with hearing   ____________________

8. a country’s armed forces   ____________________

Fill in the missing letters to complete the spelling word.

9.  s __ t __ s f __ __ t __ r y  hint: pleasing; meeting requirements

10.  n __ r __ __ r y  hint: space dedicated to infants or young children

11.  c __ __ __ g __ r y  hint: classification

12.  __ o __ __ t __ r y  hint: by itself; isolated
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secretary
mandatory
solitary
misery
documentary
scenery
auditory

 territory
 itinerary
 mystery
 unnecessary
 observatory
 category
 surgery

military
satisfactory
temporary
dictionary
nursery
literary
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swivel
bargain
leisure

supplementary
discriminatory
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Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  Our science class is taking an overnight field trip to an _______________________ where  
  they’ll let us look through some of the telescopes.

14.  Lulu looked up the definition of an unknown word using an online _______________________ .

15.  Mrs. Scheuneman’s _______________________ expertly scheduled her entire day.

16.  Khalil is having _______________________ to repair a torn tendon.

17.   _______________________ analysis requires looking at the messages authors are  
  communicating, and the techniques they’re using to communicate them.

18.  Plenty of animals use urine or even feces to mark their _______________________ .

19.  Ike’s dog was the picture of _______________________ , sitting in the rain with soaked fur and  
  big, sad eyes.

20.  We have _______________________ band practice each day leading up to the concert.

Answer the questions. 

21.  Which review word can have either the /ĕ/ or /ē/ sound? ___________________________

22.  In the word swivel, which syllable has the / ĭ/ sound? ___________________________

23.  Which review word shares the final vowel sound in even? ___________________________

24.  Which challenge word has the most syllables? ___________________________

25.  Which challenge word has a prefix meaning under? ___________________________

secretary
surgery

territory
dictionary

   misery
   literary

observatory
mandatory 
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  a   i     a c  o

   u   s e

   a t e   o

 s     l  i   a

unnecessary

mystery

documentary

two

itinerary

temporary

auditory

military
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Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  Our science class is taking an overnight field trip to an _______________________ where  
  they’ll let us look through some of the telescopes.

14.  Lulu looked up the definition of an unknown word using an online _______________________ .

15.  Mrs. Scheuneman’s _______________________ expertly scheduled her entire day.

16.  Khalil is having _______________________ to repair a torn tendon.

17.   _______________________ analysis requires looking at the messages authors are  
  communicating, and the techniques they’re using to communicate them.

18.  Plenty of animals use urine or even feces to mark their _______________________ .

19.  Ike’s dog was the picture of _______________________ , sitting in the rain with soaked fur and  
  big, sad eyes.

20.  We have _______________________ band practice each day leading up to the concert.

Answer the questions. 

21.  Which review word can have either the /ĕ/ or /ē/ sound? ___________________________

22.  In the word swivel, which syllable has the / ĭ/ sound? ___________________________

23.  Which review word shares the final vowel sound in even? ___________________________

24.  Which challenge word has the most syllables? ___________________________

25.  Which challenge word has a prefix meaning under? ___________________________
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leisure

second

bargain

discriminatory

supplementary

observatory

dictionary

secretary

surgery

Literary

territory

misery

mandatory
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secretary
surgery

territory
dictionary

   misery
   literary

observatory
mandatory 


